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heterogeneous beliefs and stock-bond comovements - heterogeneous beliefs and stock-bond
comovements mengling li1 huanhuan zheng2 june 8, 2015 1nanyang technological university, division of
mathematical sciences, 21 nanyang link, sin- gapore, 637371. email: mli6@ntu. 2the chinese university of
hong kong, institute of global economics and finance, 12 chak cheung street, shatin n. t., hong kong. bond
market and macroeconomic news - bond market and macroeconomic news washington, 27 march 2014 ...
influence the day-to-day movements in bond yields their effects are mean-reverting and short-lived. the
effects of macro news, instead, are ... conditional mean jumps of stock, bond and foreign exchange markets in
an futures, forward and option contracts how a futures ... - futures, forward and option contracts are all
viewed as derivative contracts ... a treasury bond futures contract traded on the chicago. 5 ... in other words,
the profits or losses associated with price movements are credited or debited from an investor’s account even
if he or she does not trade. this accounting for derivative instruments - wiley - accounting for derivative
instruments “risky business” it has been said that until the early 1970s most financial managers worked in a
cozy, if unthrilling world. since then, however, constant change caused by volatile markets, new technology,
and deregulation has increased the risks to businesses. heterogeneous beliefs, speculation, and the
equity premium - to price movements due to beliefs of the other type. conversely, after a period of
dominance by, say, agent 2, the ratio becomes large, agent 2 consumes a larger share of output, and the price
variability due to agent 1’s beliefs declines. therefore, in periods of high model disagreement, there is a low
exposure to risks of speculation. indian stock market - review of literature - to know the past and current
movements in indian stock market. to know the future prospects of indian stock market. to help the investors
(current and potential) to understand the impact of important ... volume of speculation so as to serve the
needs of liquidity and price continuity. it suggests the chapter 8 stock price behavior and market
efficiency - chapter 8 stock price behavior and market efficiency “one of the funny things about the stock
market is that every time one man buys, another sells, and both think they are astute.” william feather “there
are two times in a man’s life when he shouldn’t speculate: when he can’t afford it, and when he can.” mark
twain special briefing china’s stock market crash (july 2015) - the tremendous run-up in market values
was encouraged by state media and speculation over new merger and acquisition plans for the state sector’s
leading industries. however, the new element was the liberal extension of margin financing, eclipsing the
earlier 2007-08 stock market boom and bust.
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